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Cold Steel Magnum Warcraft Tanto
Category: » Knives » Cold Steel Knives

Product ID: 13TXL
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 315,00 EUR
Availability: In stock
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See it in our store.
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Product parameters:
• Total length: 43,2 cm
• Blade length: 30,48 cm
• Handle length: 12,7 cm
• Blade thickness: 5 mm
• Weight: 510 g
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Lynn C Thompson has championed the awesome power of the Tanto for over 30 years. A pioneer in modern Tanto design,
Lynn developed lightning fast, versatile knives that were met with great critical acclaim, particularly with the Military
who appreciated their robust and reliable design coupled with superior fighting functionality..
Over the next three decades Lynn has continued to develop a variety of Tantos, and our Warcraft Tanto series embodies
his very latest ideas regarding this inspiring blade shape.
Our Warcraft Tanto blades are noticeably thicker than many of the knives on the market today. With tough reinforced tips,
elegantly curved cutting edges and sturdy one-piece construction, they are designed to soak up punishment while
delivering unprecedented performance.
Made from the highest quality American CPM 3-V steel, each Warcraft Tanto's blade features a stout flat ground primary
cutting edge and a chisel ground secondary blade bevel, both hand honed to hair popping sharpness. The intersection of
these two blade bevels (The Yakote) forms a wickedly effective secondary point that allows for a devastating snap cut.
The Warcraft is then D.L.C coated (Diamond like Coating) to make it highly rust and scratch resistant, while also reducing
glare and minimizing friction.
The taper-ground thick, full tang, is encased in 3D machined textured and ergonomic USA G10 scales, making our
Warcraft series comfortable and secure in hand, and equally at home as a reliable workhorse or life-saving combat knife.
Available in three sizes, the Warcraft is quite possibly the highest quality premium tactical fixed blade in the world today.

Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT0SLnnWI7g
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Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.
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